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Abstract
The NUTS (NTNU Test Satellite) is a satellite being built in a student CubeSat
project at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology. The project was
started in September 2010 as a part of the Norwegian student satellite program
run by NAROM (Norwegian Centre for Space-related Education). The NUTS
project goals are to design, manufacture and launch a double CubeSat by 2014.
As payload an IR-camera observing waves in the air-glow layer is planned, as
well as a short-range RF experiment. The satellite will ﬂy two transceivers in
the amateur radio bands. Final year master students from several departments
are the main contributors in the project and most of the system components
are designed and built by students.
Described in this paper is an assesement of diﬀerent strategies for selecting
and designing the Attitude Determination and Control System, ADCS, for the
NUTS satellite, eﬀectively providing the next iteration from the work that was
conducted last year, placing much emphasis on the special requirements of a
system that can not be repaired or maintained in a traditional way.
Diﬀerent options for sensors and actuators are explored and evaluated, looking
for tried and tested products with a low chance of failure and concluding that
Analog devices should be a safe and reliable provider of the inertial measurement
units for our satellite.
While the Extended Kalman Filter is the ﬁltering method that is probably the
most used in almost all applications, it has some very serious limitations that
are especially important in such a demanding environment as a cube satellite.
Two other methods for attitude estimation are evaluated, namely the Extended
QUaternion ESTimator and newly developed nonlinear observers. While they
both are very attractive options with many properties that ﬁt with our require-
ments, there are still some questions as to wether they are as reliable as the
proven EKF or not.
The open source electronic prototyping platform Arduino is gaining foothold
with hobbyists all over the world, and it is explored if it can also be used
for rapid prototyping and if it is suitable for frequent design iterations in our
satellite project. The freedom it provides coupled with a standard breadboard
seems to make it a very good choice for any project needing to frequently change
or improve it's design according to other hardware or software considerations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The NTNU Test Satellite, NUTS, is a double CubeSat project that was started
in the fall of 2010 and aims to be ready for launch by 2014. The satellite
includes both an IR-camera as payload and radio antennas that are to some
degree dependent on the Attitude Determination and Control Systems, from
here reﬀered to as ADCS throughout the text, working as intended. While all
subsystems are critical for operation of the satellite, the ADCS and radio are
important because they need to work at least to a certain extent if we are to
be able to establish contact with the satellite to determine wether any of the
other subsystems works at all. In other words we have no way of knowing if
the other subsystems works or not if radio contact can not be established with
the satellite. Either if the radio system fails or the satellite is tumbling with
great rotational velocity because of ADCS malfunction, the success criteria of
the satellite will be impossible to determine.
1.2 Previous work
The ADCS of our satellite will be the result of incremental improvements that
have been made since the project was started, and this is where we stand so far.
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Last year a new method for attitude estimation based on QUaternion ESTima-
tion (QUEST) was developed by members of our project group. The Extended
QUEST (EQUEST) method enables the fusing of vectorized and non-vectorized
measurements making it more suitable for attitude estimation. Simulations
showed that for cubesats, which often uses magnetorquers for both attitude
estimation and control, in addition to the often limited computational power,
the EQUEST method oﬀers several advantages over the well known Extended
Kalman Filter, and it was suggested to go forwards with this algorithm. [24]
There was also some work done on the control part of the ADCS [22] looking at
magnetic coils as actuators and some investigation into control algorithms. It
was found that a simple 8-bit, 16MHz microcontroller had suﬃcient processing
power to continuously compute the geomagnetic ﬁeld using the complex Inter-
national Geomagnetic Reference Field model while simultaneously maintaining
correct coil actuation.
Additionally two projects has been done on the control system, looking at opti-
mal and nonlinear control respectively. These themes will be further expanded
in other reports, with the ﬁnal decision on control algorithms and coil dimen-
sions still open. [13][4]
In the previous term the EQUEST method was further developed to be more
coherent in a mathematical sense. The original method made use of subtrac-
tions between estimated and measured quaternions, which does not result in
new attitude error quaternions. A new optimization problem was found that
made use of quaternion products in place of subraction which was more com-
putationally demanding, but resulted in a more accurate mathematical model.
[18]
1.3 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 introduces some theoretical background for principles that are used
throughout the text.
Chapter 3 presents evaluations of available sensors and actuators that is most
suitable for use in ADCS of a CubeSat such as ours.
Chapter 4 contains evaluations of 3 diﬀerent attitude estimation algorithms,
which all provide distinct pros and cons relative to each other.
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Chapter 5 discusses diﬀerences in software implementations between the algo-
rithms presented in chapter 4.
Chapter 6 describes and expands on various considerations regarding prototyp-
ing and testing, presenting an attractive solution for rapid prototyping suitable
for many design iterations.
Chapter 7 consists of test results relating to the prototyping methods described
in chapter 7.
Chapter 8 rounds oﬀ the report with recommendations for further iterations of
the ADCS module.
Appendix A shows an abstract and two poster presentations for the ADCS
module presented at two conferences on satellites.
Appendix B expands upon section 7.6, regarding the use of an Arduino MEGA
with Atmel Studio 6.
Appendix C contains a framework in C-code for using the ATMega 2560 MCU,
with PWM, ADC and Serial connections in place and initialized.
Appendix D contains a summary of the thesis in norwegian
10
Chapter 2
Theory, deﬁnitions, notations
This chapter serves as an overview of the the theoretical backgrounds for prin-
ciples and methods that are used and referenced later in the report.
2.1 Coordinate frames
There are 3 main coordinate frames that are relevant when designing the ADCS
of a satellite, which are the earth-centered inertial, body and orbit frames.
2.1.1 Earth-centered Inertial
The ECI frame originates in the centre of the earth, with the x-axis pointing
towards the vernal equinox, the z-axis along the Earth's rotation axis at some
initial time and the y-axis completes the right-handed orthogonal system. [23]
This frame is considered an inertial frame where Newton's laws of motion apply
and will be represented by the letter i throughout this paper.
2.1.2 Body
The BODY frame is moving and rotating with the satellite. Its origin lies with
the centre of mass of the satellite and rotates at an angular velocity ωO relative
11
Figure 2.1: Orbit frame
to the ECI frame. The x-axis points in the forward direction, the z-axis points
down, and the y-axis completes the right-handed orthogonal system. This frame
will be represented by the letter b throughout this paper.
2.1.3 Orbit
The orbit frame shares its origin with the body frame and the z-axis points
toward the centre of the earth. For circular orbits, the x-axis points in the
spacecraft direction of motion, tangential to the orbit. The y-axis completes the
right-handed coordinate system. Notice that the tangent is only perpendicular
to the radius vector in the case of a circular orbit. For elliptic orbits the x-axis
does not align with the satellites velocity vector, Figure 2.1 shows this. This
coordinate frame is denoted o, and the rotation between the orbit- and body
frames is used to represent the attitude of the satellite.
2.2 Attitude representations
2.2.1 Rotation matrix
The coordinate transformation of a vector from frame b to frame a is given by
12
va = Rabv
b (2.1)
where
Rab = {~ai · ~bj} (2.2)
is the rotation matrix from b to a as described in [6].
The rotation matrix is orthogonal and satisﬁes
Rba = (R
a
b )
−1 = (Rab )
T (2.3)
The orthogonality property RTR = I can be used to ﬁnd the time derivative
of the rotation matrix [6]:
R˙
a
b = ω
a
ab ×Rab (2.4)
where ωaab is the angular velocity of frame b, relative to frame a, represented in
frame a. This report will mostly make use of the skew-symmetric cross product
operator S(ω) to denote the cross product:
ω× = S(ω) =
 0 −ωz ωyωz 0 −ωx
−ωy ωx 0
 , ω =
 ωxωy
ωz
 (2.5)
This notation can be found in a diﬀerent, very useful parametrization of the
rotation matrix, the angle-axis parametrization which represents a rotation θ
around the axis λ:
Rλ,θ = I3x3 + sinθS(λ) + (1− cosθ)S2(λ) (2.6)
2.2.2 Euler angles
A widely used set of parameters for the rotation matrix is the Euler angles,
where the matrix is given as a composite rotation of selected combinations of
rotations about the x, y and z-axes. The rotation matrix thus consists of three
successive rotations given by the roll-pitch-yaw angles.
Rab = Rz(ψ)Ry(θ)Rx(φ) (2.7)
This representation isn't used in any calculations, it is merely used to ﬁnd a more
physically relatable representation of the satellite's attitude. The initial values
are given in Euler angles before being converted to a quaternion representation.
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2.2.3 Unit quaternions
Unit quaternions or Euler parameters is a four-parameter method that arises
as an alternative to the Euler angle representation[10]. The rationale behind
using quaternions is to avoid representation singularities which may arise from
calculations using Euler angles. A quaternion q is a complex number consisting
of a real part η and three imaginary parts given by the vector ε. A rotation β
around the λ-axis can be expressed on quaternion form
q =

η
ε1
ε2
ε3
 = [ cos(β2 )λsin(β2 )
]
0 ≤ β ≤ 2pi (2.8)
this implies that the unit quaternion satisfy the constraint qTq = 1, in other
words that
η2 + ε21 + ε
2
2 + ε
2
3 = 1 (2.9)
and the set Q of unit quaternions is
Q := {q|qTq = 1, q = [η, εT ]T , ε ∈ R3 and η ∈ R} (2.10)
Using this and equation 2.6 a unit quaternion representation of the rotation
matrix from body to orbit frame is obtained
Rob(q) = I3×3 + 2ηS(ε) + 2S
2(ε) (2.11)
where I3×3 is the identity matrix. For further calculations, it is helpful to view
the rotation matrix from orbit to body, which is the transpose of Rob , on the
column vector form
Rbo = (R
o
b)
T = [cb1 c
b
2 c
b
3] (2.12)
where cbi are the projections of the xo−, yo − and zo−axes in the body frame.
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2.3 Estimation methods
A wide range of methods exist to ﬁlter and fuse measurements for sensors into
useable data. Here the relevant methods for this paper are presented, emphasiz-
ing the methods that have seen developments during the course of ADCS design
processes in our team.
2.3.1 Extended Kalman Filter
Rudolf. E. Kalman introduced the Kalman ﬁlter in 1960[15], which is an optimal
recursive data processing algorithm.[23] The Kalman ﬁlter is optimal with re-
spect to most criteria, but most importantly with respect to minimum variance.
The Kalman ﬁlter uses all information that can be provided to it, processing all
available measurements.
Since most real world systems are nonlinear and the Kalman ﬁlter relies on
linearity, a Kalman ﬁlter that could handle nonlinear systems was developed by
NASA in the early sixties.[8] This development came at the expense of losing
the property of general optimality.
In contrast to the Kalman ﬁlter, the state transition and observation models
can be diﬀerential functions.
Given the nonlinear equations on the form
xk = f(xk−1,uk−1) +wk−1 (2.13)
zk−1 = h(xk) + vk (2.14)
with the assumption that the process and measurement noise wk−1 and vk are
additive and Gaussian distributed, we want to ﬁnd the optimal estimate xk. The
predict and update equations that are central to the operation of the Kalman
ﬁlter can then be written as [23]
Predict:
xˆk¯ = f(xˆk−1,uk−1) (2.15)
Pk¯ = FkPkF
T
k +Qkal (2.16)
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Update:
Kk = Pk¯H
T
k (HkPk¯H
T
k +Rkal)
−1 (2.17)
xˆk = xˆk¯ +Kk(zk −Hkxˆk¯) (2.18)
Pk = (I −KkHk)Pk¯ (2.19)
where xˆis the estimated state vector, P the error covariance matrix, K calcu-
lated Kalman gain, Rkal the measurement covariance matrix, +mathbfQkal
the process covariance, and
Fk =
δf
δx
|xˆk−1,u (2.20)
is the derivative of the nonlinear system with respect to the states x, and
Hk =
δh
δx
|xˆk−1 (2.21)
is the derivative of the measurement equations with respect to the states.
2.3.2 QUEST
The QUaternion ESTimator is method for estimating the rotation matrix by
minimizing the cost function [17]
J1(q) =
1
2
n∑
j=1
1
σ2j
(bj −Rib(q)rj)>(bj −Rib(q)rj)
=
1
2
n∑
j=1
1
σ2j
(bTj bj − 2b>j Rib(q)rj + r>j rj) (2.22)
where rj and bj are known unit vectors in the NED frame and BODY frame
respectively, and σj are the standard deviation of the measurement error. By
using the fact that rj and bj are unit vectors, the cost function to be minimized
can be reduced to
J1(q) =
n∑
j=1
1
σ2j
(1− b>j Rib(q)rj) (2.23)
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2.3.3 EQUEST
The Extended QUaternion ESTimator was developed by members of the satel-
lite project last year[24] to integrate non vectorized measurements in the cost
function of the QUEST algorithm. In our case the non vectorized input stem
from gyroscope measurements. This was achieved by adding another term to
the cost function from equation 2.22 containing the gyroscope measurements
J2 =
1
2
n∑
j=1
{
1
σ2j
(bTj bj − 2b>j Rib(q)rj + r>j rj)
}
+
1
2
(q− qˆgyro)D(q− qˆgyro) (2.24)
where qˆgyro is the estimated rotation matrix based on gyroscope tracking and
D is a diagonal weighting matrix. Subtraction of two quaternions will not result
in an attitude quaternion, a problem which will be discussed further in the next
section.
In addition to the terms containing gyroscope measurements, a prediction term
was added to the cost function
J2 =
1
2
n∑
j=1
{
1
σ2j
(bTj bj − 2b>j Rib(q)rj + r>j rj)
}
+
1
2
(q − qˆgyro)D(q − qˆgyro) + 1
2
(q − qˆpre)S(q − qˆpre) (2.25)
where qˆgyro contains the predicted attitude based on previous observations.
2.3.4 Further development of the EQUEST method
Last term, the EQUEST method was further improved by replacing the quater-
nion subtraction in the cost function with quaternion products[18]. The result-
ing cost function can then be written on matrix form
J3 =
1
2
n∑
j=1
{
1
σ2j
(bTj bj − 2b>j Rib(q)rj + r>j rj)
}
+
1
2
q>Ndq +
1
2
q>Nsq (2.26)
Nd = Qˆ
∗>
gyroDQˆ
∗
gyroand Ns = Qˆ
∗>
preSQˆ
∗
pre
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where Qˆ∗>gyro and Qˆ
∗>
pre are matrix representations of the error quaternions (qˆ
∗
gyro⊗
q) and (qˆ∗pre ⊗ q) respectively.
The resulting mathematical model is more accurate than the one resulting from
equation 2.25, but it is also more computionally demanding.
2.3.5 Nonlinear Observers
Nonlinear observers are relatively new methods for attitude estimation, with
the overall design goal to avoid the very high number of diﬀerential Riccati
equations that are needed for the extended kalman ﬁlter. One of the most recent
improvements of the method achieves a semi-global stable attitude observer with
gyro bias state estimation extended to time-varying reference vectors[9].
There are various ways to implement these observers, based on what kinds of
measurements are available, usually using a gyroscope, an accelerometer and
a magnetometer, but by prof. Fossen's account, there should be no problem
replacing the accelerometer with sun sensors.
2.4 Mathematical modeling
The satellite model is presented mostly as a reference point to understand the
attitude estimators better.
2.4.1 Satellite model
By regarding the satellite as an ideal rigid body, a dynamic model of the satellite
can be derived from a Newton-Euler formulation as described in [7]
Iω˙bib + S(ω
b
ib)Iω
b
ib = τ
b (2.27)
where I is the satellite's moment of inertia, ωbib the angular velocity of the body
frame relative the inertial frame and τ b the torque acting on the satellite, all of
which are represented in the body frame.
The satellite's orientation in space is obtained through integration of the angular
velocity. A vector representation using unit quaternions is found in [16]
q˙ =
[
η˙
ε˙
]
=
1
2
[ −εT
ηI3x3 + S(ε)
]
ωbob (2.28)
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The angular velocity relations between the orbit, body and inertial frames are
described by the equation
ωbib = ω
b
io + ω
b
ob = R
b
oω
o
io + ω
b
ob (2.29)
where ωoio = [0 ω0 0]
T is the constant angular velocity of the orbit frame with
respect to the inertial frame.
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Chapter 3
Sensors and actuators
To make attitude estimations, the three main sensors that are used on cubesat
are gyroscopes, magnetometers and some kind of sun sensor.[5][2] Gyroscopes
are used to measure angular velocity and work independently from external
inﬂuences, while magnetometers and solar sensors are dependent on models to
make sense of the data they measure.
3.1 Sun sensor
3.1.1 Solar panels
The original design proposal for the attitude estimation system for the NUTS
satellite included using the solar panels already present in the design to estimate
the satellite's attitude in relation to the sun. Solar panels deliver current that is
dependent on the area of the solar cell that is exposed to sunlight. The current
is then dependent on the angle of the sun relative to the solar panel αs by a
cosine law, which gives the current from a solar panel as
I = Imaxsinαs (3.1)
where Imax is the maximum current where the sun shines on the solar panel
directly from above[21]. For a three dimensional satellite with solar panels on
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5 of 6 sides it is then possible to ﬁnd a sun vector as long as the sun is not
shining directly on the bottom panel. In [21] the method for ﬁnding the sun
vector in the body frame is described, and results are tested using a model. By
using trigonometric expansions and assuming the solar panels have the same
maximum current output, the current from panels on the x-, y- and z-axis are
found to be
I1 = Imaxsinα1cosα3 (3.2)
I2 = Imaxsinα2cosα3 (3.3)
I3 = Imaxsinα3 (3.4)
While the sun shines on the positive x- and y-axis and negative z-axis the sun
vector in the body frame then becomes
vBS =
 sinα1cosα3sinα2cosα3
−sinα3
 (3.5)
Combine with equations 3.23.3and3.4 to get
vBS =
 I1I2
−I3
 1
Imax
(3.6)
Imaxcan be removed from the equation as only the direction of the sun vector
gives attitude information, and the sun vector can be written as
vBS =
 X 0 00 Y 0
0 0 Z
 I1I2
I3
 (3.7)
where X, Y and Z are ±1 depending on which side of the satellite the panels
that deliver current is placed. This is the same results that are reported in [24],
only expanded in a way that may be more useful for directly implementing on
an MCU
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vBS =
 1 −1 0 0 0 00 0 1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1


Intx+
Intx−
Inty+
Inty−
Intz+
Intz−
 (3.8)
where Intdenotes the intensity of the measured sunlight on each side of the
satellite.
During the design process of the EPS module we discussed placing sensors for
retrieving the current drawn from the solar panels directly on the EPS subsys-
tem, the results of which could be passed to the ADCS module over the internal
data bus. This would have made the individual sun intensity measured on the
solar panels readily available for the ADCS module in digital form without using
external ADC units or wiring directly from the solar panels to ADC ports on the
ADCS MCU, but the idea had to be scrapped because of space and complexity
requirements on the EPS module.[14]
This leaves the option of using the ADC module on the ATMega2560/2561 MCU
used in the ADCS subsystem to retrieve useful data from the solar panels,
but may potentially introduce a weak point as there would need to be wires
connected straight from the solar panels themselves.
3.1.2 Dedicated sun sensors
While the solar panels can indeed be used as coarse sun sensors, using dedicated
units for this purpose frees the ADCS unit from needing direct access to the
currents going out of the solar panels every time an attitude estimate is made,
and also provide the beneﬁts of increased accuracy. In addition to this it might
be possible to ﬁt a small dedicated sun sensor on all the sides of the satellite,
removing the blind spot on the camera panel.
The calculations for ﬁnding the sun vector in the body frame by means of sun
sensors are the same as when using the solar panels, but dedicated sun sensors
usually provide better accuracy.
There are various options for sun sensors, and care should be taken when con-
sidering which one to buy, or even if they can be produced internally.
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3.2 Gyroscope and magnetometer
3.2.1 Gyroscope
Gyroscopes are used to get an estimate of the angular velocity of the satellite.
While gyroscopes come in various forms, the design that is relevant for a project
like this are MEMS gyros. These types of gyroscopes are usually based on the
tuning fork gyro principle[23] where a vibrating fork is subjected to a steady
rotation about it's axis and the response detected by the transducer results from
the Coriolis force.
3.2.2 Magnetometer
A magnetometer measures the local magnetic ﬁeld around the satellite, and
needs to reference a model of the earth's magnet ﬁeld to get a useable estimate
of attitude from the measurements. The model that is most widely implemented
and will be used in our satellite is the IGRF model.[22]
3.2.3 Sensor choice
Analog Devices is a well known manufacturer of MEMS-based sensors and one
of the most prominent players in the market. They have a full range of diﬀerent
inertial sensors, but unfortunately they do not have a system which includes
both a gyroscope and magnetometer without also including an accelerometer.
Their sensors are aimed more towards the professional market than the CHIMU
sensor that was used in a previous prototype [24] and that reﬂects in the ratings
provided.
Another advantage to us while we are still in a stage where the ADCS board is
still in the design process is that Analog Devices also oﬀers a package with the
ADIS 16405 sensor and a breakout board that facilitates rapid prototyping, at
a cost of around $750.
Various comparisons of IMUs in this range has been made, like the following
table presented by prof. Thor I. Fossen, which conﬁrms the ADIS 16405 as a
viable sensor for our project.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of various IMUs
3.3 GPS
In order to get a more accurate orbit estimate to get an accurate reading from
the magnetometer by referencing the IGRF model, GPS can be useful. Another
member of our team has been investigating the options in this area and the
results can be found in [20].
3.4 Magnetic coils as actuators
The electromagnet was invented in 1824 by the principle that a current ﬂowing
through a conductor in a loop generates a magnetic ﬁeld, where the strength of
the ﬁeld is proportional to the amount of current ﬂowing through the conductor.
To be able to use magnetic coils as actuators for attitude control in a satellite,
three coils are placed perpendicular to each other to generate magnetic ﬁelds
that can interact with the geomagnetic ﬁeld of the earth. This is an attractive
mode of actuation for a small and lightweight cube satellite as no moving parts
are needed, and the hardware is relatively simple in it's design and construction.
A problem with this setup is that the coils can only produce a moment per-
pendicular to the area it encloses. [19] This means that we cannot create an
arbitrary moment vector with the result that the optimal direction of vector
can rarely be produced, and in the worst case the coils can theoretically be
momentarily positioned in such a way that control is momentarily lost. [22]
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3.4.1 International Geomagnetic Reference Field
In order to use the magnetic coils as actuators for attitude control, the algo-
rithms need to have knowledge of the earth's magnetic ﬁeld at the current orbit
position.
The IGRF model is a standard mathematical model of the earth's magnetic ﬁeld
that is updated every 5 years by the International Association of Geomagnetism
and Aeronomy. The IGRF model consists of the the Gauss coeﬃcients which
deﬁne a spherical harmonic expansion of the magnetic scalar potential, providing
a very accurate estimate of the geomagnetic ﬁeld.
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Chapter 4
Estimator considerations
The mission goals of the NUTS satellite provides several criteria that should
inﬂuence process of deciding on which estimation algorithm should be chosen,
a system with no opportunities for hardware modiﬁaction or repairs after com-
pletion places high demands on the reliability of the implemented solutions.
4.1 Extended QUaternion ESTimator
Previous work on the NUTS satellite has concluded that the EQUEST algorithm
would be the best ﬁt for our needs [24] and it has indeed been the algorithm that
most work has been put into so far in the project, e.g. in [18]. The EQUEST
method compares very favourable with the well known extended kalman ﬁlter,
with EQUEST running more than 5 times faster and being signiﬁcantly less
computationally demanding, with a faster settling time. Another factor is that
the slow and predictable nature of attitude change in a satellite makes it a good
candidate for using the additional prediction term in equation 2.25.
However, since the QUEST method was ﬁrst extended to be able to implement
non-vectorized measurements by Yabar and Jenssen in [24] and ﬁrst mathemat-
ically explored by Rinnan in [18] the method has only been tried and tested in
lab environments and might pose a risk compared to more well known methods.
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4.2 Extended Kalman Filter
It is then tempting to instead use the go-to method for ﬁltering measurements
the last 50 years, which has also been tested and given good results in many
cube sats previously, the extended kalman ﬁlter.
While the value of testing novel techniques in the NUTS project should not be
underestimated, the rest of the satellite relies on the ADCS module functioning
properly, and every potential risk factor needs to be strictly evaluated with
regards to this.
The testing of EQUEST vs. EKF done by Yabar and Jenssen indicates that the
EKF provides a smoother estimation and is able to estimate the magnetometer
and gyroscope bias in contrast to the EQUEST method.
4.3 Nonlinear Observers
There is also a third option for the attitude estimator, which is considered the
current state of art in the ﬁeld. As this attitude estimator is presented by
Fossen et. al. [12] it provides an option that takes the best from both the
QUEST algorithm and extended kalman ﬁlter.
Compared to the kalman ﬁlter, it promises to avoid the computationally complex
Riccati equations, making the C-code more compact and guarantees asymptotic
and exponential stability properties.
Compared to the QUEST algorithm it can estimate gyroscope and magnetome-
ter bias and provides a more accurate and stable solution.
A ﬁnal option that was suggested to our team by prof. Fossen was to use the
quest algorithm for fast inital estimates and use that as a starting point for
the nonlinear observer algorithm, an option that is currently being investigated
theoretically.
However some of the same considerations as with the EQUEST algorithm comes
into play with this method, as it is considered a new method for attitude esti-
mation, especially compared to the kalman ﬁlter. The advantage to this over
QUEST is that the current state of the art developments of this method, both
theoretically and experimentally is situated at NTNU[12][11] where the results
will be readily available for our group. One example of this can be seen in ﬁgure
4.1
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Figure 4.1: Experimental results presented by T.I. Fossen et. al.
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Chapter 5
Software
An important part of selecting the right estimation algorithm is considerations
concerning software implementation. In a cube satellite both space and available
power is extremely limited, and it is highly important that any software that
is put on the microcontrollers is optimized with regards to power consumption.
Of course this consideration also has to be carefully balanced with the strict
reliability demands of a system such as this, while the computational speed on
the other hand is less important because the attitude of the satellite changes
very slowly and can be predicted with a high degree of certainty.
5.1 EQUEST
A great advantage to the EQUEST method over the more commonly used
Kalman ﬁlter is that it requires a great deal fewer arithmetic operations, while
also being faster in settling on a solution. The algorithm does not require any
linearization, and the total number of arithmetic operations averages at around
3200 for our system.
However the implementation in C-code is not trivial, and includes both matrix
inversions and an eigenvalue problem[24], but it still runs around 5 times faster
than the EKF.
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5.2 Extended Kalman Filter
The extended kalman ﬁlter requires both matrix operations and linearizations,
resulting in a very high number of arithmetic operations needed to estimate the
attitude. In terms of software implementation, the extended kalman ﬁlter is a
very poor performer, and in situations where resources are limited it would be
best if one could avoid it. The EKF does around 40 000 operations to arrive on
a solution, 12.5 times as many as what is needed for the EQUEST algorithm.
5.3 Nonlinear observer
The nonlinear observer method was, and still is designed with implementations
on microcontrollers in mind. One of the main motivations of developing these
methods is to produce methods that are minimum representations in terms of
mathematical operations in software, ﬂoating point operations, which in turn
reduces the need for maintenance by means of a reduction in software complexity
and faults. A pleasent by eﬀect of this is that CPU and power demands are also
reduced compared to older methods.
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Chapter 6
Prototyping
Since there are still a series of design decisions that needs to made regarding
the ADCS module, a ﬁnal design will not be presented here. However both
incremental updates to the prototype design as well as ways to speed up the
prototyping process is investigated.
6.1 Arduino
Arduino is a tool for prototyping electronics based on Atmel microchips and
open source software. In particular interest for this project is the Arduino
MEGA board that is based on the ATMega2560 chip, which was selected for
the prototype in the previous ADCS module iteration[22][24] and thereby oﬀers
full backwards compatibility. It oﬀers a USB interface to communicate with a
computer and easy access to all the pins present on an ATMega 2560.
6.2 Rapid prototyping with Arduino
Compared to the solution for prototyping previously used on the project [22][24],
the Arduino MEGA board oﬀers several advantages.
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Figure 6.1: Arduino MEGA front
1. The Arduino board already comes with a set of standard matched electron-
ics which reduces the prototype design process to adding the components
that are speciﬁcally needed for what we want to accomplish.
2. No permanent connections need to be soldered to the board, which allows
rapid iterations without having to print a new PCB and solder on parts.
3. No additional development tools, like the AVR Dragon are needed for
programming the MCU.
By combining the Arduino board with a standard breadboard one can test
diﬀerent conﬁgurations on the ﬂy by simply placing wires without having to
permanently solder anything in place. The setup seen in ﬁgure 6.2 has all the
elements of the prototype that was produced last spring, and is ready to be
quickly modiﬁed.
6.2.1 Fritzing
By using the open source program Fritzing, one can more easily plan the wiring
necessary for component testing and keep track of iterations in a clean and well
arranged way.
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Figure 6.2: Arduino and breadboard with H-bridge
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6.3 H-bridge
An H-bridge is needed between the MCU and the magnetic coils used for control-
ling the satellite, since the power output for the coils needs to be bi-directional
In the previous ADCS prototype iteration, an H-bridge was used that has now
gone out of production [22], so a new choice had to be made.
A widely used H-bridge is the Texas Instruments SN754410 quadruple half H-
driver and by looking at it's data sheet [3] we can see that it ﬁts our require-
ments, providing bi-directional drive currents up to 1A, with a supply voltage
range that includes the 5V available in the satellite and a separate input-logic
supply.
An advantage to using a quadruple half H-driver such as this is that it can
provide an easy way of adding some redundancy in a fragile system, without
compromising the space requirements by simply wiring the output signal from
the MCU to both the separate H-bridges that are in the chip, ensuring full
functionality from the magnetic coils even if one of the bridges should fail.
If space permits, it is recommended to add heat sinks to the H-bridges to help
dissipating surplus heat, as seen in ﬁgure 6.3
In ﬁgure 6.4 the function table of the H-bridge can be seen, showing a more or
less intuitive relation between inputs and outputs.
Figure 6.5 shows a wiring diagram generated in fritzing where the separate
drivers in the H-bridge are wired in parallel for redundancy. PWM output
from the Arduino is wired to both the 1,2EN and the 3,4EN pins on the H-
bridge, while pins 1A and 4A pins are pulled HIGH and pins 2A and 3A are
grounded, logic LOW. The supply voltage VCC2 is connected to an external
voltage generator, and the logic supply VCC1 is connected to the 5v output
on the Arduino, which in turn is provided by a usb connection to a computer.
Output pins 1Y and 4Y are wired to one side of a resistor, while pins 2Y and
3Y are connected to the other, providing a connection point for an oscilloscope.
6.4 ADC and solar panels
For testing purposes, it is a viable option to use the ATMega's ADC capabilities
for utilizing the solar panels as crude sun sensors.
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Figure 6.3: SN754410 with heat sink
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Figure 6.4: Pin map and function table for the SN754410 H-bridge
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Figure 6.5: Fritzing generated graphics showing h-bridge and solar panel wiring
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To do this, it is important to ﬁrst measure the maximum voltage that the solar
panels can deliver and connect a voltage generator set to that voltage to the
aref pin on the MCU. This is done to make sure the digital output value is
able to cover the entire range of the solar panel's analog range.
6.5 Magnetic coils
Design of the magnetic coils is the subject of a master's thesis currently in
progress, for now we will just mention that in order to use 3 magnetic coils with
the H-bridges set up for redundancy, 3 separate bridges are needed. If not, that
number can be reduced to 2.
6.6 Programming the microcontroller
While Arduino provides it's own programming language based on Wiring, it is
desireable to use Atmel Studio and the C programming language to gain more
direct control over the MCU, including the option of setting registers separately.
6.6.1 Using Arduino with Atmel Studio
Fortunately, it is quite easy to bypass the Arduino development environment
and set up Atmel Studio to program the Arduino instead, and the process can
be highly automated. The method for doing so as well as general tips for using
Atmel Studio for the purposes described in this paper can be found in Appendix
B.
Figure 6.6 shows the translations between the pin names that are used in the
ATMega 2560 datasheet and the the pin names that are printed on the Arduino
MEGA board.
6.6.2 ADC
To initialize the ADC functionality on an ATMega 2560 microcontroller, some
register values needs to be set.
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Figure 6.6: Pin map Arduino MEGA vs ATMega 2560
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Figure 6.7: REFS1:0 bits in the ADMUX register
First, for using the aref pin as voltage reference for the ADC unit, the REFS0
and REFS1 bits needs to be set at 1 and 0 respectively in the register ADMUX,
see ﬁgure 6.7.[1]
The rest of the bits that needs to be set are found in the ADCSRA register,
ADEN is set to 1 to initalize ADC, while ADPS2:0 are all set to 1. The ADPS2:0
bits determine the ADC prescaler select bits, which determines the ADC update
frequency. By setting them all to 1, the slowest update frequency is selected,
which is more than adequate for reading a solar panel often enough for testing
purposes.
The problem of reading values on ADC pins is solved in software, and one
possible implementation can be seen in ﬁgure 6.8. The important thing is to
use if-sentences to set the right registers depending on which pin you want to
be read, and making sure that the MCU keeps reading the pin as long as the
single conversion bit, ADSC in the ADCSRA register, is kept high.
6.7 Prototype board
The previous prototype was designed using CadSoft Eagle, a program that is
popular among hobbyists. It is desireable to make the switch to using Altium
Designer to facilitate integration with the other subsystems of the satellite by
using the same design platform in all areas.
Because there are still elements of the ADCS module that are not yet ﬁnal
the conversion of the design was only partially completed, placing the MCU,
H-bridges and assorted electronics, while still leaving the sensors open.
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Figure 6.8: ADC reading
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The solution of using an Arduino and breadboard provided satisfactory perfor-
mance for testing purposes, so there was no need to print a circuit board of an
unﬁnished prototype at this stage of the design process.
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Chapter 7
Simulations and tests
7.1 Reading the solar panels
A simple ﬂashlight was used to simulate various angles of attack of light relative
to the solar panels. The result of the analog to digital conversion done by the
MCU was then reported over the serial port provided by the USB connection
on the Arduino board. Because of this very simplistic test bed there wasn't
suﬃcient data to conﬁrm that the solar cell voltage relative to the light's angle of
attack did indeed follow a cosine law, but it could be used as a conﬁrmation that
the ADC ports on the ATMega connected through an Arduino board functions
with the solar cells we use for testing in this stage.
Figure 8.1 shows the the test bed with the MCU programmed to output the
measured solar panel voltage as a PWM signal through an H-bridge connected
to an oscilloscope.
7.2 H-bridge output
An H-bridge was tested with both using only two of the four half drivers, in eﬀect
one full driver, and by wiring two such full drivers in parallell to simulate loss
of redundancy. The resulting PWM output was recorded using an oscilloscope
and can be seen in ﬁgures 7.2 and 7.3, showing a minimal diﬀerence between
output amplitudes.
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Figure 7.1: Arduino test bed with solar panel
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Figure 7.2: PWM output with one full H-bridge
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Figure 7.3: PWM output with two full H-bridges in parallel
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7.3 Discussion
Because of the very simplistic test bed for the solar panels there wasn't suﬃcient
data to conﬁrm that the solar cell voltage relative to the light's angle of attack
did indeed follow a cosine law. However it is a conﬁrmation that the ADC ports
on the ATMega connected through an Arduino board functions with the solar
cells we use for testing in this stage.
Testing of the H-bridge suggests that diﬀerence in voltage output after removing
one of the two drivers in parallel is minimal, and would indeed be suﬃcient to
power the coils.
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Chapter 8
Recommendations for further
improvements to the ADCS
module and concluding
remarks
In this report a number of assesments regarding the design of the Attitude
Determination and Control System for the NTNU Test Satellite has been made,
but there is still a lot of work left to be done before the system is ready for launch,
and this should be seen as a design iteration more than anything. Based on both
this and previous work put into the ADCS design we can recommend further
improvements to the module as a conclusion to this thesis.
8.1 Sensors
For reliability reasons, a sensor from a well known company such as Analog
devices should probably be used for the inertial measurement unit. If there is
room in the satellite, an all-in-one solution like the ADIS 16405 will probably
oﬀer the best compromise between operational reliability, power and space re-
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quirements. By getting the package with the breakout board, it is also easily
used for rapid prototyping and frequent design iterations.
For sun sensing it would be a much safer option to use dedicated sun sensors
instead of trying to hack a solution where the solar panels are used as crude
sun sensors. The goal should be to reduce liabilites wherever possible, and
this represents a safer option without having to sacriﬁce much in regards to
other design requirements. As an added beneﬁt, sun sensors can be placed on
all sides of the satellite, and the blind side you would otherwise get from the
camera panel with the solar panels is eliminated.
8.2 Estimation algorithm
While a hybrid between the EQUEST method and nonlinear observers are cur-
rently being investigated, this is an area that is extremely vulnerable to errors
and no matter the ﬁnal decision here, very rigorous testing schemes needs to be
constructed for this part of the satellite.
If some sort of collaboration with the groups that are working on the nonlinear
observers can be established, and it shows stability and reliability properties
that are very good, it indeed represents a very attractive algorithm compared
to our needs and requirements.
However, if such testing schemes can not be completed, no matter how boring
and old fashioned the Extended Kalman Filter may seem, it has an excellent
track record in space. This is a fact that suggests the EKF in no way should be
tossed aside lightly, even if it is slow and very computationally demanding.
8.3 Board design
The SN754410 H-bridge is tried and testet in many applications and should be
a good match for our satellite. If there is room on the ADCS board, the easy
way of getting some redundancy by using three separate units also seems like
an attractive solution.
The important thing is that the ﬁnal board again is tested to extreme speciﬁ-
cations, as hardware errors can not be ﬁxed once the satellite is ﬁnalized.
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Appendix A
Conference submissions
A.1 The 25th Annual AIAA/USU Conference on
Small Satellites, Utah State University
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A.1.1 Poster Submission
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A.2 The 4th European Cubesat Symposium, Ecole
Royale Militaire Brussels
A.2.1 Abstract
The NUTS (NTNU Test Satellite) is a satellite being built in a student CubeSat
project at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology. The project was
started in September 2010 as a part of the Norwegian student satellite program
run by NAROM (Norwegian Centre for Space-related Education). The NUTS
project goals are to design, manufacture and launch a double CubeSat by 2014.
As payload an IR-camera observing waves in the air-glow layer is planned, as
well as a short-range RF experiment. The satellite will ﬂy two transceivers in
the amateur radio bands. Final year master students from several departments
are the main contributors in the project and most of the system components
are designed and built by students.
Last term a new method for attitude estimation based on QUaternion ESTima-
tion (QUEST) was developed by members of our project group. The Extended
QUEST (EQUEST) method enables the fusing of vectorized and non-vectorized
measurements making it more suitable for attitude estimation. Simulations
showed that for cubesats, which often uses magnetorquers for both attitude
estimation and control in addition to the often limited computational power,
the EQUEST method oﬀers several advantages over the well known Extended
Kalman Filter.
Described in this paper is an implementation of the EQUEST method using
magnetorquers for 3-axis magnetometer data, solar panels for sun sensing and a
3-axis gyroscope. This information is further combined with continuous compu-
tation of the geomagnetic ﬁeld using the IGRF-model on a single 8-bit, 16MHz
microcontroller unit to apply correct actuation to the magnetorquers through
the use of well known controller algorithms.
Finally simulation and prototype test results are presented which conﬁrms the
adequacy of this simplistic approach for keeping the satellite within the stability
requirements of our payload.
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A.2.2 Poster Submission
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Appendix B
Using Arduino with AVR
Studio
B.1 Setting up external tools to ﬂash Arduino
The easiest way to get this to work is by ﬁrst installing the Arduino environment
in the default folder.
Find External tools under the Tools tab in Atmel Studio, as seen in ﬁgure
B.1
In the Command ﬁeld, put the path to avrdude.exe in your Arduino installa-
tion. For example: "C:/arduino-0022/hardware/tools/avr/bin/avrdude.exe"
In Arguments, paste this line: -CC:/arduino-0022/hardware/tools/avr/etc/avrdude.conf
-v -v -patmega2560 -cstk500v1 -P\.COM10 -b57600 -D -Uﬂash:w:"$(ProjectDir)Debug$(ItemFileName).hex":i
Edit the path to your Arduino installation and change the COM port and baud
rate if necessary.
Make sure that the compiler is set to release insted of debug and that it
outputs .hex ﬁles (found under properties for the current .c ﬁle you are editing.)
Then you need to hold the reset button on the Arduino board until right before
you press the name of the external tool you just made, and it should ﬂash the
.hex ﬁle of your project to the Arduino board.
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Figure B.1: External tools in Atmel Studio
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Figure B.2: Atmel Studio 6 toolbar: build Release
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Appendix C
C-code
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Appendix D
Norsk sammendrag
NUTS (NTNU Test Satellite) er en satellitt som skal bygges som del av et
CubeSat prosjekt for studenter ved Norges teknisk-naturvitenskapelige univer-
sitet, NTNU. Prosjektet ble startet i september 2010 som en del av det norske
studentsatellittprogrammet i regi av NAROM (Norsk senter for romrelatert op-
plæring). NUTS prosjektmål er å designe, produsere og lansere en dobbel Cube-
Sat innen 2014. Som nyttelast vil det være et IR-kamera som observerer bølger
i luft-glød-laget, samt et kortrekkevidde RF eksperiment. Satellitten vil ﬂy med
to transceivere i amatørradioband. Siste års masterstudenter fra ﬂere institutter
er de viktigste bidragsyterne til prosjektet og de ﬂeste av systemkomponenter
er designet og bygget av studenter.
Beskrevet i denne artikkelen er en vurdering av ulike strategier for valg og
utforming av Attitude Estimation and Control System, ADCS, for NUTS satel-
litten, eﬀektivt neste iterasjon av det arbeidet som ble gjennomført i fjor, med
mye vekt lagt på de spesielle kravene for et system som ikke kan repareres eller
vedlikeholdes på en tradisjonell måte.
Ulike alternativer for sensorer og aktuatorer er utforsket og evaluert, på jakt
etter velprøvde produkter med lav sjanse for svikt, og konkluderer med at Analog
devices skal være en trygg og pålitelig leverandør av inertielle måleenheter for
satellitt vår.
Mens Extended Kalman Filteret er den ﬁltreringsmetoden som trolig er den
mest brukte i nesten alle applikasjoner, har den noen svært alvorlige begren-
sninger som er spesielt viktig i en slik krevende miljø som en cube satellitt.
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To andre metoder for estimering av orienteringen evalueres, nemlig Extended
QUaternion ESTimator og nyutviklede lineære observatører. Mens de begge er
svært attraktive alternativer med mange egenskaper som passer med våre krav,
er det fortsatt noen spørsmål om de er like pålitelige som den velprøvde EKF.
Den åpen kildekode elektroniske prototype plattformen Arduino begynner å få
fotfeste hos amatører over hele verden, og det er utforsket om det også kan
brukes for hurtig prototyping og om det er egnet for hyppige design-iterasjoner
i vår satellitt prosjekt. Friheten det gir kombinert med en standard breadboard
synes å gjøre det til et meget godt valg for alle prosjekter som ofte skal endres
eller forbedre designet i henhold til annen maskinvare eller programvarehensyn.
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